Emergent properties and trends of a new class of carbon nanocomposites: graphene nanoribbons encapsulated in a carbon nanotube.
Using density functional theory calculations, we show that recently synthesized carbon nanocomposites of graphene nanoribbons encapsulated in a carbon nanotube (GNR@CNT) possess rich emergent electronic and magnetic properties that offer new functionality and tunability and display systematic trends that are sensitive to the matchup of constitutive GNRs and CNTs. The encapsulation of H-passivated GNRs in metallic armchair CNTs always leads to a metallic complex while those in semiconducting zigzag CNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting depending on the chirality of GNRs. In particular, the complex of armchair GNRs in a zigzag CNT exhibits an oscillating electronic band gap with changing GNR width and a well-separated spatial distribution of electrons and holes localized in the CNT and GNR components, respectively. When bare large zigzag GNRs are encapsulated in an armchair CNT, the resulting complex shows strong structural stability and enhanced magnetism and, most interestingly, such GNR@CNT configurations can be tuned to be metallic or semiconducting depending on relative bond position and magnetic order. These results offer key insights for understanding and predicting emergent properties of GNR@CNT, which establish a roadmap for guiding design and synthesis of specific nanocomposite configurations with tailor-made properties for nanoelectronic, photovoltaic and spintronic applications.